New 'All Natural' Sinus and Allergy Drug Hits the Market
Sinol USA, Inc launched the new Sinol Nasal spray this past week to the all-natural market in
Baltimore at the Natural Products Expo East, the nation’s largest all-natural trade show. This
new drug is non-addictive, has no side effects and is being used at The New York Allergy and
Sinus Center.
(PRWEB) October 9, 2006 -- Sinol USA, Inc launched the new Sinol Nasal spray this past week to the
all-natural market in Baltimore at the Natural Products Expo East, the nation’s largest all-natural trade show.
This new drug is non-addictive, has no side effects and is being used at The New York Allergy and Sinus
Center.
The new nasal spray is made with capsaicin, a powerful dilator and analgesic that relieve sinus and allergies
fast without side effects. The other ingredients include aloe, eucalyptus, rosemary and sea salt which helps
keep the sinuses clean and bacteria free. This new nasal spray is a powerful new drug to put in your arsenal to
combat serious sinus and allergy problems. Sinol is not addictive and can be used liberally at the first sign of
allergy and sinus symptoms.
“The capsaicin begins draining your sinuses very quickly and then the other ingredients insure they stay clear
and clean,” said Caley Gibbons, a Sinol USA employee. “The response from the all natural marketplace was
quite overwhelming,” Gibbons continued. “We met with the largest distributors in the category and will begin
delivering the Sinol Nasal Spray to them as soon as this week,” Gibbons said.
“If you suffer from sinus problems and allergies you need to get this product and start on a daily regiment.
We recommend using Sinol before you got to bed, when you wake up and anytime you want throughout the
day,” Gibbons commented.
“The Sinol booth was buzzing,” reported Sunnie Hager, Vice president of Ascent Marketing based in Boulder
Colorado. “There are many new products every year at the show but the great ones really shine, this is a great
one,” Hager said.
Sinol USA’s CEO, Paul Carpenter, appeared on “Healthy Talk Radio” Thursday morning with Debra Ray.
The Healthy Talk Radio is syndicated nationally and is very well know in the all natural market. Debra Ray
was celebrating her 25 year anniversary at Expo East.
“The new Sinol product is a breath of fresh air to those that suffer from sinus and allergy conditions,”
reported Ray. “Dr Leo Galland, known internationally as a leader in the field of Nutritional Medicine for the
past 20 years, has been talking about this new Sinol product, Ray explained. “When your product gets the
attention of people of that magnitude you know it’s a significant breakthrough in all natural medicine," said
Debra Ray.
Sinol is now being used by the National Allergy Center in NY and at the New England Center for Headache.
Not many “all natural” products reach this level in the marketplace and being held on a pedestal by so many
physicians and well respected medical personnel.
If you suffer from sinusitis, rhinitis, or just have mild allergies sinus problems and congestion Sinol might be
the answer to your prayers.
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###
Contact Information
Paul Carpenter
SINOL USA INC
http://www.sinolusa.com
1-800-632-2824
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